
Château Moulin de Mallet
2022, 6 x 75cl

Price £24.00
Code MOUL255

This super little château is situated on the plateau of Pujol, a rocky
outcrop overlooking the Dordogne and facing the slopes of St
Emilion. Owned and run by Serge Couderc and his son Julien
who manage the estate, following “lutte raisonnée” principles, they
always look to take low yields hence the intensity of concentrated
fruits.

Tasting Notes:

This super little Château situated on the plateau of Pujol, a rocky
outcrop overlooking the Dordogne and facing the slopes of St
Emilion. Owned and run by Serge Couderc and his son Julien
who manage the estate, following “lutte raisonnée” principles, they
always look to take low yields hence the intensity of concentrated
fruits This château has been the source of our leading ‘Every Day
Claret’ for a number of years and provides exceptional quality at a
very attractive price. Always very expressive, it screams ripe black
fruit aromas on the bouquet, whilst the palate is brimming with
succulent mulberry and plum fruits, supported by a soft,
underpinning tannin structure.
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Specification

Vinification This Moulin de Mallet owes its quality to the painstaking work undertaken in the
vineyard in recent years (short pruning, managed grass cover, restricted yields,
green harvesting,integrated pest control), as well as the vinification techniques
aimed at fostering extraction of the fruit and colour without too much tannin.

Size 6 x 75cl

Drinking Window Drink from 2024 through to 2028

Country France

Region Bordeaux

Type Red Wine

Grape Mix 80% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Franc

Genres En Primeur, Vegan, Vegetarian

Vintage 2022

Body Soft, fruity and smooth

Producer Château Moulin de Mallet

Producer Overview Château Moulin de Mallet is situated in the commune of Pujols just south of Saint-
Emilion.

Closure Type Cork

Food Matches Try with a plate of Lasagne - wonderful!
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